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Practice Effects on Speech Production Planning: Evidence from Slips of the Tongue in Spontaneous vs. Preplanned Speech in Japanese Kazuhiro Kawachi1 The present study addresses the question of how practice in expressing the content to be conveyed in a specific situation influences speech production planning processes. A comparison of slips of the tongue in Japanese collected from spontaneous everyday conversation and those collected from largely preplanned conversation in live-broadcast TV programs reveals that, although there are those aspects of speech production planning that are unaffected by practice, there are various practice effects, most of which can be explained in terms of automatization of the processing of content, resulting in shifts in the loci of errors. KEY WORDS: slips of the tongue; speech production planning processes; practice; spontaneous vs. preplanned speech; Japanese.
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the tongue” (hereafter, SOTs), but developers of these models have tacitly assumed that the models account equally well for the planning of speech production in any speaking context or situation. Is it the case that speech production planning processes are the same regardless of the setting in which the speech takes place or the purpose of the speaking? One factor that a few researchers have begun to look into is the effect of practice on speech production planning, as seen by variations in SOT behavior by speakers with and without such practice. Previous researchers have looked at the effects of the kind of practice that results in fluency in a language per se or practice in an experimental setting. What has not been evaluated so far is practice involved in formal speech settings where the content of the speaking is relatively preplanned, compared with informal speaking. Thus, the overriding question to be addressed in this paper is whether or not this type of formal content practice requires something different during speech production planning, and thus whether or not production planning models might need to be revised to account for such differences. The secondary purpose of this paper is to examine the similarities and differences among the three types of practice in terms of their effects on speech production planning. SOTs, Practice, and Models SOTs have been used extensively in psycholinguistic research in order to answer questions about both the structures of specific languages and the representation and processing of language in general (e.g., Fromkin, 1973, 1980; Cutler, 1982a; Baars, 1992). While this research has provided a wealth of information regarding speech production planning, the field in general has had two limitations. First, the majority of SOT research has been performed with English or other Germanic languages (mainly Dutch and German), and thus some “universal” findings from the research may in fact have limited applicability (see Wells-Jensen, 1999). A very important question to ask is: Which findings from SOT research are in fact universal and derive from the human speech production planning mechanism, and which findings are language specific and derive from structures in particular languages? The second limitation of previous research is that SOT data have usually been collected in either naturalistic settings or experimental settings, but SOTs collected from various settings and methodologies have typically been treated as if they were generated in the same manner by the speech production planning mechanism and have frequently been pooled in research. However, Stemberger (1992) compared naturally produced SOT data and experimentally induced SOT data and found that they showed differences, most of which he argued to be due to task differences. In the pre-
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sent paper, the main focus is on the effect of various contexts involving different types of practice on SOT behavior, but the first limitation is also addressed in that the SOT data to be reported here were collected from native speakers of Japanese. Practice in speaking can be interpreted in one of the following three ways. One is practice that is required for the acquisition of fluent speech production. Research on SOTs made by child speakers while learning their first language (Stemberger, 1989; Jaeger, 1992, in press; Wijnen, 1992) and young adult speakers learning a second language (Poulisse, 1999) has recently been published, and some differences between the less practiced speakers and fluent speakers have been documented (these are returned to in the Discussion section). I call this type of practice “acquisition-practice.” The second type is practice for improving verbatim, task-specific production in a particular speech-production experiment, typically a tongue-twister experiment. Research on SOTs made during such experiments (Schwartz et al., 1994; Dell et al., 1997) has also found some systematic differences between more- vs. less-practiced productions. I call this type of practice “experimental-practice.” However, the third type of practice has received little study.2 This is practice that is done in order to be able to express a certain body of information content within a specific speech situation, such as giving a public speech or carrying on a “discussion” during a TV program when the content has been fixed beforehand. This is the type of practice that is the focus of the current study. I call this type of practice “contentpractice” and refer to speech after such practice as “preplanned speech.” As indicated at the beginning of the introduction, most speech production planning models that have been developed from SOT research have assumed both that SOTs collected from any setting can be used to create the model and that the model accounts equally well for any kind of speech production planning setting. The types of models with which I am concerned in this paper are those that involve various stages or levels that include a set of components in which specific increments of the planning process take place: output from each stage is then inputted to the next stage, where the appropriate group of components performs the next increment of planning. The models of Fromkin (1971), Garrett (1975, 1976, 1980), Dell (1986), and Levelt (1989), for example, all have this general property in common. 2



As far as I know, there is only one study that has taken discourse contexts into consideration. Hotopf (1983) looked at lexical SOT types in different settings, daily life and a psychology conference. He found that the conference speech sample was more similar than the daily life samples to the lexical slips of the pen samples, in terms of the distribution of lexical SOTs. He attributed the differences in SOT types between the two kinds of settings chiefly to differences in register and the abstractness of words used in the two settings, rather than content-practice.
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In all of these models, one can roughly group the planning processes into four stages. At the first stage, sometimes called “inferential processes,” the speaker decides what message to convey. The second stage is the lexical stage, where lexical items with appropriate semantics are activated and retrieved from the lexicon, and functional structures are assigned to them. At the third stage, appropriate syntactic frames are selected, the retrieved lexical items are linearized and inserted into slots according to syntax, and their phonological forms are activated. The fourth stage is that of phonological processing, where phonetic forms are assigned to the string so that, at the next postplanning stage, the articulatory systems can execute the assigned pronunciations as overt speech. Although some researchers count propositional errors among SOTs (e.g., Poulisse, 1999), many SOT researchers do not and regard only the following three stages as the loci of SOTs. On the grounds that content-practice establishes the proposition to be expressed and precludes propositional errors by definition as long as the practice is successful, only these three stages will be used both to classify the data and to interpret any differences found between practiced and nonpracticed speech in this study. The present paper deals with the most prevalent production models, those of Dell (1986) and Levelt (1989). There are different reasons for adopting these models. Dell’s model was used by Schwartz et al. (1994) and Dell et al. (1997), who argued that experimental-practice strengthens connections between nodes in the lexical network (see also MacKay, 1982, 1987). According to them, strengthened connections can make errors exhibit a more “good” pattern, which is characterized by fewer lexical and phonological errors, more lexical and phonological anticipations, and more errors resulting in actual words or familiar strings of words than errors that follow a “bad” error pattern. They claim that this applies also to acquisitionpractice. Levelt (1989) does not address practice effects, but his model takes into account a number of aspects of the discourse context. However, although Levelt argues that the discourse context influences the stage of message generation, he does not discuss how it affects other stages of speech production planning. In the Discussion section of this paper, I look into how my results could be accounted for in these two models. I will argue that, while practice may alter SOT behavior in some specific ways, all speech production is produced by the same speech production planning mechanism, and therefore any planning model needs to be able to account for any behavioral differences caused by practice. I will show that both of these models can be amended to be able to easily account for these effects. In the present study, I collected SOT data from everyday conversations among Japanese speakers and from preplanned speech on live-broadcast Japanese TV shows. The research questions are first: Do the two different
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settings produce qualitatively or quantitatively different SOT behaviors and, if so, how can the differences be explained? Second, how can the effect of practice be explained by and/or incorporated into speech production planning models such as those discussed earlier? Third, does content-practice produce the same SOT patterns as the other two types of practice (acquisition-practice and experimental-practice)?



METHODS As mentioned, the author collected SOTs from two types of sources, spontaneous, face-to-face everyday conversation, and videotaped, livebroadcast TV programs, mainly talk shows and entertainment shows, where speech was presumed to have been preplanned to a large extent and no reading was involved.3 The speakers who contributed to the data were normal adult native speakers of Japanese. The present study used the penand-paper method for everyday conversation and the tape-recording method for TV programs. Previous studies of practice in speech production have shown that practice influences SOT behavior by shifting the proportions of different types of errors. To look into the proportions of different types of errors in the two conditions, I classified every error in the corpora according to a classification system to be presented here. I present this system in great detail because the outcome of this study depends on the comparison of errors in the two conditions along these various parameters used for classification. The classification system used in this study is based on that of Jaeger (1992, in press), who uses the three parameters “stage,” “form,” and “directionality.” The three parameters will be illustrated with SOT examples here, where the “error” is underlined and in bold type, the “target” is underlined, and the “source” is in bold type; “E” stands for an utterance containing an error, and “I” stands for the intended utterance. The intended utterance is listed only when the error is not corrected with the intended utterance by the speaker, with the exception that both the two intended utterances are listed as “I1” and “I2” for the blend error in (3). For each example, whether it occurred in everyday conversation or a TV program is indicated with “EC” or “TV” in parentheses. 3



The content of the speech that occurs in the kind of live-broadcast program in Japan investigated by this study is mostly preplanned, with a few limited spontaneous sections. Each of these programs has a script, which participants are expected to follow; however, how much detail is in the script and how precisely the participants are required to follow it will depend on the program.
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The parameter “stage” concerns the level of speech production planning at which an error occurs. An SOT error occurs at one of the three stages discussed earlier: the lexical stage, the linearization stage, and the phonetic form assignment stage. Errors that occur at each stage can be each classified as “lexicon-based,” “phrase-based,” or “phonology-based” errors. Lexicon-based errors are those errors that occur when a wrong lexical item is selected from the lexicon. The “unit,” namely the linguistic element that is substituted, added, omitted, exchanged, or moved, is always a lexical unit in the case of this type of error. A lexical unit may be an open-class morpheme (hereafter, OC) or a closed-class morpheme (hereafter, CC). In (1), the particle kara, which is a CC, was substituted for ni. (1) paradigmatic CC substitution (EC)4 I:



Kuruma car



no GEN



soto outside



ni to



ori-rare-nai-kara-ne. get.out-can-NEG-because-SFT



[‘You’d better not get out of the car.’] E: Kuruma no car GEN



soto outside



kara ori-rare-nai-kara-ne. from get.out-can-NEG-because-SFT



[‘*You’d better not get out from the outside of the car.’] Phrase-based errors are those errors that are made due to a wrong assignment of a lexical item to a syntagmatic slot or to a wrong selection of a syntactic template. In a phrase-based error, lexical items may be misarranged in the syntagmatic string. The unit of such an error is a lexical unit, as in (2), where the two verbs ureru and tobu were exchanged. (2) OC exchange (EC) I:



Nyuu-yooku New-York yaki-zakana broil-fish



no GEN ga NOM



washoku Japanese.food tobu fly



yoo manner



no resutoran GEN restaurant ni in



ureru-n-da sell-NML-COP



de at tte. CMPL



[‘I hear that broiled fish sell like hotcakes (lit., I hear that broiled fish sell as if they were flying) in Japanese restaurants in New York City.’] 4



The abbreviations used in the examples are listed below. CMPL Complementizer NML Nominalizer COP Copula NOM Nominative FILL Conservation filler PASS Passive GEN Genitive PLT Polite form H High pitch Q Question L Low pitch SFT Conversation softener NEG Negative TOP Topic
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no resutoran GEN restaurant



yoo ni manner in



de at



tobu-n-da fly-NML-COP



tte. CMPL



[‘I hear that broiled fish fly in Japanese restaurants in New York City as if they were selling.’] In other types of phrase-based errors, two phrases may be blended and inserted in the same syntagmatic slot, or phrases may be misarranged in the syntagmatic string. In such errors, the unit is a phrasal unit, which is constructed rather than stored in and retrieved from the lexicon, as in (3), where the two intended phrases were blended. (3) phrase blend (EC) I1: Oite put



oite-yo. leave-SFT



[‘Please put them there.’] I2: Kopii copy



site ageru kara. do give because



[‘I can xerox them for you.’] E: Kyoo today



no tokoro GEN place



wa kopii deki-nai TOP copy can.do-NEG



ageru-yo . . . oite oite-yo. Kopii give-SFT put leave-SFT copy



site do



kedo, oite but put



ageru give



kara. because



[‘I can’t xerox them today, but I can put them there for you . . . please put them there. I can xerox them for you.’] Phonology-based errors occur when a wrong phonetic form is assigned to the phonological representation. Because the unit of this type of error is invariably a phonological unit, phonology-based errors will also be called “phonological errors.” The phonological unit may be, in the case of Japanese, a consonant, vowel, feature, mora, syllable, rhyme, pitch accent, or “weight-bearing unit” (hereafter, WU: a unit of a telescoping). In example (4), the unit is a consonant, where the consonant [s] from sokonatte was anticipated and substituted for the second [t] in tate; in (6) and (8) below, the unit is also a consonant. In example (5), the unit of error is the pitch accent; in this example, the pitch accent of nannimo was perseverated and substituted for that of nomimono.
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(4) anticipatory consonant substitution (TV) Chotto yotei FILL plan



tase NONWORD



. . .



tate-sokonatte-simaimasite build-fail-do.an.undesirable.thing.PLT



. . .



[‘. . . I failed to *[meaningless] . . . make a plan . . .’] (5) perseveratory pitch-accent substitution (EC) I:



Nannimo nothing LLLL



nomimono something.to.drink LHHL



ira-nai-no? need-NEG-Q LHHLH



[‘Don’t you need anything to drink?’] E: Nannimo nothing LLLL



nomimono ira-nai-no? NONWORD need-NEG-Q LLLL LHHLH



[‘Don’t you need any *[meaningless]?’] The parameter “form” involves how the error has occurred in relation to the target. There are six forms: substitution, addition, omission, movement, exchange, and blend. In the examples above, (1), (4), and (5) are substitutions, (2) is an exchange, and (3) is a blend. Addition, omission, and movement are exemplified in the following examples, (6), (7), and (8), respectively. (6) a /p consonant addition (EC) Ano that



hito person



nyuukyoku NONWORD



. . .



nyuukoku-kyohi-sarerunja-nai-no? entry.into.a.country-refusal-do.PASS-NEG-Q [‘That person may not be admitted *[meaningless] . . . into the country.’] In (6), [j] in nyuukoku [njɯkokɯ] was perseverated or [j] in kyohi [kjoçi] was anticipated, and was added to the first [k] in nyuukoku, resulting in *nyuukyoku [njɯkjokɯ]. (7) telescoping (omission of a WU with no directionality) (TV) Are that



wa TOP



itiji once



moru NONWORD LH



. . .



moderu model LHH
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yatte-ta-n-da-yo. do-PAST-NML-COP-SFT [‘That person was once *[meaningless] . . . a fashion model.’] This is a specific type of omission, called “telescoping,” in which one or more weight-bearing units (a vowel, rhyme, mora or syllable) is deleted and the remaining segments are coalesced into an utterance that retains most of the duration and the same pitch pattern as the originally intended phrase. (8) anticipatory consonant movement (EC) (Watching a hockey game) A, ah



kyankaku-seki NONWORD-seat



. . .



kankyaku-seki ni audience-seat to



haiccha-tta-yo. enter-PAST-SFT [‘Ah, the puck got into the *[meaningless] . . . stands.’] In (8), the glide [j] in kankyaku [kaykjakɯ] moved from after the second [k] to after the first [k] and *kyankaku [kjaykakɯ] was produced. The “directionality” of an error is determined by two criteria. One is whether the error is “contextual” or “noncontextual,” namely, whether there is an obvious source for the error in the linguistic context or not. The other criterion involves the positional relationship between the error and its source in the case of a contextual error or the positional relationship between the error and the target in the case of a noncontextual error. There are two types of positional relations: “syntagmatic” and “paradigmatic” relations. The former is a sequential or linear relation among items in different positions, and the latter involves the selection of items for the same position. In a syntagmatic error, the error is influenced by another element somewhere else in the linguistic context or is a noncontextual addition or omission. In a paradigmatic error, the error and its target(s) are related to each other in a way that they can occupy a single slot, but there is no source in the linguistic context that has engendered the error. A contextual error is always syntagmatic simply because the error and its source have a syntagmatic relation; the error originates from a source whose location is somewhere else in the utterance. The positional relationship between a contextual error and its source can be anticipation, perseveration, anticipation/perseveration (abbreviated to “a/p”), or exchange. Anticipations can be either complete or incomplete (Stemberger, 1989; Jaeger, 1992). In a complete anticipation, the speaker says both the error
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and its source before or without correcting it with its target. In an incomplete anticipation, the speaker notices the error and corrects it before saying the source. In the examples above, (2), (4), (5), (6), and (8) are contextual: (2) is an exchange, (4) is an incomplete anticipation, (5) is a perseveration, (6) is an a/p error, and (8) is a complete anticipation. A noncontextual error is either paradigmatic or syntagmatic. Because there is no source in a noncontextual error, one needs to look at the relationship between the error and its target. Noncontextual errors are syntagmatic if a syntagmatic string in the intended utterance is augmented or diminished without the addition or omission being affected by any element in the utterance. Thus, noncontextual additions and noncontextual omissions including telescopings belong to this type of error. The directionality of such errors will be labeled as “no directionality.” In a paradigmatic error, the error unit is incorrectly selected to occupy a slot planned for the target unit in a string, or two targets compete with each other for the same slot in a string and become blended. Paradigmatic errors include noncontextual substitutions and blends. Thus, all lexicon-based errors are paradigmatic errors. Out of the examples above, (1), (3), and (7) are noncontextual: (1) and (3) are paradigmatic and (7) has no directionality. The different kinds of directionality of errors are summarized in (9). (9) Syntagmatic



Contextual



Noncontextual



Errors where the error and its source occur in the same utterance (anticipation, perseveration, a/p, exchange)



Errors with no directionality (noncontextual addition, noncontextual omission including telescoping)



Paradigmatic



Paradigmatic errors (noncontextual substitution, blend)



RESULTS AND ANALYSIS By means of the methods discussed earlier, 536 SOTs were collected from everyday conversation and 246 SOTs were collected from TV programs. For statistical analyses of the relationship of errors under each individual category with practice, the 2 test was used (Stemberger, 1989, p. 167). In the following tables, statistically significantly higher values in percentages in one setting than the other are indicated with an asterisk*.
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Table I. SOTs at Each of the Three Processing Stages Stage Lexicon-based errors Phrase-based errors Phonology-based errors Mixed error5 Error total



EC 282 104 147 3 536



(52.6%)* (19.4%) (27.4%) (0.6%) (100%)



TV 76 77 88 5 246



(30.9%) (31.3%) (35.8%) (2.0%) (100%)



Table I shows the proportion of errors falling into each of the stage categories in each setting. Lexicon-based errors (paradigmatic lexical errors) were less frequent in the TV condition than in the EC condition [2(1)  8.81, p  .01]. Phrase-based errors and phonology-based errors showed numerically, although not statistically significantly, higher percentages in TV than in EC. Table II displays the percentages of phonological errors involving different kinds of linguistic units. Consonant errors were significantly less frequent and vowel errors were numerically but not significantly more frequent in TV than in EC [consonant errors: 2(1)  7.27, p  .01]. Errors involving morae and syllables as a whole were common in neither TV nor EC (about 7–8% in Table II. Units of Phonological Errors Unit Consonant Vowel Feature Mora Syllable Mora/syllable6 Rhyme Pitch accent WU (telescoping) Phonological error total



5



6



EC 51 43 7 4 1 7 1 12 21 147



(34.7%)* (29.3%) (4.8%) (2.7%) (0.7%) (4.8%) (0.7%) (8.2%) (14.3%) (100%)



TV 15 32 4 3 1 2 2 5 24 88



(17.0%) (36.4%) (4.5%) (3.4%) (1.1%) (2.3%) (2.3%) (5.7%) (27.3%)* (100%)



Mixed errors are those that involved multiple processes and were unanalyzable as a single error. As mentioned earlier, an additional type of error, which is not listed here, is a propositional error, whereby a wrong proposition that is different from the intended one is selected. EC contained seven such errors, whereas TV contained none. Only those phonological errors whose units could be regarded as morae, but not as syllables, were called errors involving morae, and only those phonological errors whose units could be regarded as syllables, but not as morae, were called errors involving syllables. The units of phonological errors that could be analyzed either as syllables or as morae were labeled as “morae/syllables.”
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Table III. Forms of Phonological Errors Form



EC



Substitution Addition Omission Nontelescoping omission Telescoping Movement Exchange Phonological error total



105 7 22 1 21 3 10 147



TV



(71.4%) (4.8%) (15.0%) (1.07%) (14.3%) (2.0%) (6.8%) (100%)



57 4 26 2 24 0 1 88



(64.8%) (4.5%) (29.5%)* (2.3%) (27.3%)* (0%) (1.1%) (100%)



total). Errors involving features and rhymes were rare in both TV and EC. For errors involving WUs, namely telescopings, see Table III. Table III concerns the percentage of different forms of phonological errors. Omissions were more frequent in TV than in EC [2(1)  5.27, p  .05]; this was due to the higher percentage of telescopings in TV than in EC [2(1)  4.37, p  .05]. Substitutions were the most common and omissions were the next most frequent both in EC and in TV. The other forms of phonological errors also showed similar distributions across the two settings. Additions, nontelescoping omissions, movements, and exchanges were rare. Table IV shows contextuality of phonological errors, excluding telescopings, which are consistently noncontextual. Contextual errors were by far more common than noncontextual errors both in EC and in TV. Table V shows the percentages of contextual phonological errors of different kinds of directionality. Anticipations, in particular, incomplete anticipations, were more frequent and perseverations were less frequent in TV than in EC [anticipations: 2(1)  9.48, p  .05; incomplete anticipations: 2(1)  6.60, p  .05; perseverations: 2(1)  19.90, p  .01]. Anticipations were less frequent than perseverations in EC and anticipations were more frequent than perseverations in TV. Table VI examines whether the source of a non-a/p contextual phonological error was in the same phonological word as the error or in a phonological word different from the one containing the error, in other words, Table IV. Contextuality of Phonological Errors (Excluding Telescopings) Contextuality Contextual Noncontextual Phonological error total (excluding telescopings)



EC 121 (96.0%) 5 (4.0%) 126 (100%)



TV 59 (92.2%) 5 (7.8%) 64 (100%)
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Table V. Directionality of Contextual Phonological Errors Directionality Anticipation Complete anticipation Incomplete anticipation Perseveration a/p Exchange Contextual phonological error total



EC 31 12 19 43 37 10 121



TV



(25.6%) (9.9%) (15.7%) (35.5%)* (30.6%) (8.3%) (100%)



28 9 19 5 25 1 59



(47.5%)* (15.3%) (32.2%)* (8.4%) (42.4%) (1.7%) (100%)



whether the error was a within-word error or a between-word error. Pitchaccent errors were excluded because they are, if contextual, almost always between-word errors. A contextual non–pitch-accent phonological error was more likely to be a between-word error and less likely to be a within-word error in TV than in EC [2(1)  6.72, p  .01]. Table VII shows the percentages of different forms of lexicon-based errors. Paradigmatic lexical substitutions were more frequent and lexical blends were less frequent in TV than in EC [2(1)  3.85, p  .05]. Paradigmatic lexical substitutions were more frequent than lexical blends both in EC and in TV. Table VIII compares the percentages of different units and forms of phrase-based errors. Phrase-based errors involving lexical units, that is syntagmatic lexical errors, were more frequent and those involving phrasal units were less so in TV than in EC [2(1)  11.54, p  .01]. Syntagmatic lexical substitutions were more frequent among phrase-based errors in TV than in EC [2(1)  4.53, p  .05]. Phrase blends were less frequent among phrase-based errors in TV than in EC [2(1)  6.97, p  .01]. Table IX shows the percentages of contextual, syntagmatic lexical errors with different kinds of directionality. Overall, anticipations were more frequent in TV than in EC [2(1)  5.51, p  .05]. This is due to the higher percentage of incomplete anticipations [2(1)  4.00, p  .05]. Perseverations were less frequent in TV than in EC [2(1)  20.52, p  .01]. A/p errors were more frequent in TV than in EC [2(1)  14.42, p  .01]. Table VI. Locations of the Sources of Non-a/p Contextual Non–Pitch-Accent Phonological Errors Location of source Within-word Between-word Non-a/p contextual non–pitch-accent phonological error total



EC 34 (45.3%)* 41 (54.7%) 75 (100%)



TV 8 (26.7%) 22 (73.3%)* 30 (100%)
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Table VII. Forms of Lexicon-Based Errors Form



EC



Paradigmatic lexical substitution Lexical blend Lexicon-based error total



TV



259 (91.8%) 23 (8.2%)* 282 (100%)



75 (98.7%)* 1 (1.3%) 76 (100%)



Table X shows how consistent the lexical category of a lexical substitution error was with that of its target. The category was nearly always consistent between errors and their targets in both EC and TV, whether the substitution was paradigmatic or syntagmatic. Table XI makes comparisons between the percentages of OC and CC errors in lexical unit errors, both lexicon-based (paradigmatic lexical) and syntagmatic lexical errors. Note that an OC was never substituted or exchanged for a CC and vice versa, although there were a small number of lexical substitutions that violated lexical category consistency (Table X). Among lexicon-based errors, OC errors were less frequent and CC errors were more frequent in TV than in EC [2(1)  5.66, p  .05]. Correspondingly, syntagmatic lexical errors involving OCs were less frequent and those involving CCs were more frequent in TV than in EC [2(1)  5.44, p  .05]. In both of the two kinds of lexical errors, OC errors were more frequent than CC errors in both EC and TV. The table also demonstrates which lexical categories were involved in lexical unit errors, both lexicon-based errors (paradigmatic lexical errors) and syntagmatic lexical errors (also see Table XI). Because the error and its target can belong to different lexical categories, although it is rare (see Table X), the lexical categories of the targets were investigated. Particle errors were more frequent in TV than in EC [paradigmatic: 2(1)  4.16, Table VIII. Units and Forms of Phrase-Based Errors Unit



Form



Lexical Substitution Addition Omission Exchange Phrasal Substitution Omission Blend Phrase-based error total



EC 78 51 6 16 5 26 2 3 21 104



(75%) (49.0%) (5.8%) (15.4%) (4.8%) (25%)* (1.9%) (2.9%) (20.2%) (100%)



TV 70 50 6 14 2 5 0 0 5 77



(93.5%)* (64.9%)* (7.8%) (18.2%) (2.6%) (6.5%) (0%) (0%) (6.5%) (100%)
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Table IX. Directionality of Contextual, Syntagmatic Lexical Errors (Both OCs and CCs) Directionality



EC



Anticipation Complete anticipation Incomplete anticipation Perseveration a/p Exchange Contextual, syntagmatic lexical error total



15 4 11 39 4 5 63



TV



(23.8%) (6.3%) (17.5%) (61.9%) (6.3%) (7.9%) (100%)



25 6 19 18 17 2 62



(40.3%)* (9.7%) (30.6%)* (29.0%) (27.4%)* (3.2%) (100%)



p  .05; syntagmatic: 2(1)  18.20, p  .01). Errors involving lexical categories that could be predicates (verbs and adjectives) were less frequent in TV than in EC [paradigmatic: not statistically significant; syntagmatic: 2(1)  9.97, p  .01]. In particular, syntagmatic verb errors were less frequent in TV than in EC [2(1)  7.19, p  .01]. Table XII demonstrates how frequently phonological errors resulted in existing Japanese lexical items. The proportions of phonological errors resulting in nonwords were similar in TV and in EC, although they were numerically slightly less frequent in TV than in EC (not statistically significant).



DISCUSSION Before the analyzed results are examined, a word of caution regarding the claim about the “effects” of practice is necessary here. As seen in the tables, some types of errors are larger and others are smaller in percentage terms in preplanned speech than in spontaneous speech. However, the studies on acquisition-practice as well as experimental-practice have shown that at least those two types of practice reduce the overall frequency of



Table X. Lexical Category Consistency Between Lexical Substitutions and Their Targets Paradigmatic Category consistency Error-target consistent Error-target inconsistent Lexical substitution error total



Syntagmatic



EC



TV



EC



TV



257 (99.2%) 2 (0.8%) 259 (100%)



75 (100%) 0 (0%) 75 (100%)



47 (92.2%) 4 (7.8%) 51 (100%)



49 (98.0%) 1 (2.0%) 50 (100%)
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Table XI. Units of Lexical Errors (OCs/CCs and Lexical Categories) Paradigmatic Category



EC



OC total Noun Adjective  verb Adjective Verb Adverb Others CC total Particle Verb suffix Adjective suffix Others Lexical unit error total



259 163 83 27 56 2 11 23 9 9 1 4 282



Syntagmatic TV



(91.8%)* (57.8%) (29.4%) (9.6%) (19.9%) (0.7%) (3.9%) (8.2%) (3.2%) (3.2%) (0.4%) (1.4%) (100%)



60 38 15 2 13 2 5 16 9 5 1 1 76



(78.9%) (50%) (19.7%) (2.6%) (17.1%) (2.6%) (6.6%) (21.1%)* (11.8%)* (6.6%) (1.3%) (1.3%) (100%)



EC 64 40 22 4 18 0 2 14 3 11 0 0 78



TV



(82.1%) (51.3%) (28.2%)* (5.1%) (23.1%) (0%) (2.6%) (17.9%) (3.8%) (14.1%) (0%) (0%) (100%)



48 39 7 1 6 1 1 24 19 4 1 0 72



(66.7%) (54.2%) (9.7%) (1.4%) (8.3%) (1.4%) (1.4%) (33.3%)* (26.4%)* (5.6%) (1.4%) (0%) (100%)



errors in general (Wijnen, 1992; Schwartz et al., 1994; Dell et al., 1997). If this also applies to content-practice, it might be incorrect to claim here that practice increases or decreases particular types of errors; those types of errors that seem to be more frequent in preplanned than in spontaneous speech might actually be equally frequent in the two settings or even less frequent in preplanned than in spontaneous speech in a given time period or a given length of utterance. The percentage differences may be due to the fact that some types of errors have been reduced in frequency, which makes the other types appear to be proportionally more frequent in comparison. Thus, the present study cannot compare the frequencies of types of errors per minute or per utterance in everyday conversations vs. preplanned speech. All that can be compared is the relative proportions of different kinds of errors produced in these different contexts. Nevertheless, if differences are found in these proportions, this can be claimed to be an “effect” of practice, which needs an explanation in terms of the role of practice in speech production planning models as well as such factors as attention, automaticity, and control.



Table XII. Lexical Outcomes of Phonological Errors Lexical outcome Word Non-word Phonological error total



EC



TV



39 (26.5%) 108 (73.5%) 147 (100%)



17 (19.3%) 71 (80.7%) 88 (100%)
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Findings on Those Aspects of Speech Production Planning that Are Not Affected by Practice There are a number of characteristics of speech production planning that seem to be unaffected by practice. First, segments are the most common phonological error units (Table II). Regardless of practice, phonological errors involving larger units and feature errors are rare. This confirms the established view that, although other phonological units can serve as planning units, the segment is the most basic phonological planning unit (Fromkin, 1971; Shattuck-Hufnagel & Klatt, 1979).7 Second, the distributions of the different forms of phonological errors and both syntagmatic and paradigmatic lexical errors are not greatly affected by practice (Tables III, VII, and VIII). Substitution is the most common form of phonological and lexical errors regardless of practice. One could hypothesize that this is due to the simplicity of substitutions. In Shattuck-Hufnagel’s (1979) slots-and-fillers theory, which is adopted by Dell’s (1986) model and Levelt’s (1989) model, slots are established and then are filled in with the corresponding number of fillers. In a substitution error, where the number of slots is consistent with that of fillers, slots are formed correctly, but one of the slots is filled with a wrong filler. This type of error can be reduced to the wrong selection of a filler. The third property concerns contextuality. Phonological errors except telescopings are predominantly contextual regardless of practice (Table IV). Unlike lexical errors, which could be noncontextual due to various causes (e.g., an object in the physical environment, a concept on the mind), there seem to be no environmental inducements to activate phonological elements outside linguistic contexts. Fourth, both syntagmatic and paradigmatic lexical unit errors involving OCs are more common than those involving CCs (Table XI). Because processing of CCs is automatized through acquisition-practice and candidate fillers for a CC slot are smaller in number than those for an OC slot, CCs are less error-prone than OCs regardless of content-practice. Fifth, a lexical substitution error and its target normally belong to the same lexical category (Table X). The lexical category consistency gives 7



However, Table II shows that fewer consonant errors occurred in preplanned speech than spontaneous speech. This seems to be a practice effect. Speech production models of the connectionist type would explain this as follows: practice reinforces the phonological networks that connect phonological nodes representing consonants on the segmental level with phonological nodes on other levels and causes consonants to be less error-prone. The question is why. The effect seems to support the idea that slots for consonants are determined in syllable templates. Nevertheless, further research is necessary to account for this effect.
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evidence that items in the lexicon are organized according to lexical categories and that their occurrence in a slot is restricted by the requirements of the syntax. Notice that these properties of SOTs are all found in any SOT study, independent of discourse context (e.g., Fromkin, 1971; Poulisse, 1999; Wells-Jensen, 1999).



Findings on Practice Effects: Those Aspects of Speech Production Planning that Are Affected by Practice Although I found several aspects of speech production planning that were not affected by practice, various practice effects were also found. The first effect concerns the planning stage at which errors occur. As most speech production planning models maintain, there are different stages of planning processes, which lead from lexical selection to syntactic structuring and then to sound form generation. With practice, it appears that the earlier stages become more error-free and the later stages become a more prominent locus of errors. In preplanned speech, because the content is predetermined, the speaker may have already processed some aspects of lexical selection and know what lexical items to use.8 This leads to a lower percentage of lexicon-based errors and a higher percentage of phonologybased and phrase-based errors in preplanned speech than in spontaneous speech (Table I). Thus, it is likely that practice decreases the number of lexicon-based errors, with the result that the relative percentages of phrasebased and phonology-based errors rise; it is unlikely that the absolute numbers of these latter two types of errors actually increase in preplanned speech. In Dell’s model, “the selection of items for a lower representation must await the construction of corresponding structures of the higher representation” (Dell, 1986, p. 287). Similarly, in Levelt’s model, a processing component feeds information to the next component basically in a unidirectional way. In preplanned speech, where the speaker has decided what kind of speech act to make and what speech content to express, the highest representation is already fixed in content and tends to be already partially constructed. Therefore, SOTs are less likely to occur at this level and are relatively more frequent at later processing components in preplanned speech than in spontaneous speech.



8



Another factor may be that one can preplan the content and the lexical items with which to express it, but it is difficult to preplan the syntax per se and it is almost impossible to preplan the phonology.
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Second, the distributions of lexical unit errors involving OCs and those involving CCs vary depending on practice (Table XI). I would argue that, in spontaneous speech, because the content to be expressed has not been preprocessed and thus OCs have not been selected in advance, they are prone to errors. In preplanned speech, on the other hand, OCs with which to express the preplanned content have been preselected to a large extent, but CCs, which express structure, are still susceptible to errors. Dell’s model does not explicitly address the effect above, but it seems to be able to account for it. In his model, connections associated with CCs should be strong due to acquisition-practice. Hence, in general, errors involving CCs are less common than those involving OCs. Content-practice strengthens connections associated with OCs. Because it is OCs expressing content that are practiced during content-practice, the increase in connection strength is greater with OCs than with CCs, whose connections are generally stronger than those of OCs. Therefore, while OC errors are reduced, CC errors are not. Levelt’s model would also be able to explain this effect in terms of controlled processing of OCs, which could become more automatic after content-practice, in contrast to already automatized processing of CCs by means of acquisition-practice. The model by Bock and Levelt (1994) seems to be able to predict the effect on lexicon-based errors from a different perspective. They divide grammatical encoding (Levelt, 1989) into two stages: “functional processing” and “positional processing” (also, Garrett, 1975, 1976, 1980), which correspond to the lexical stage and the linearization stage in the present paper, respectively. They further subdivide functional processing into “lexical selection” and “functional assignment.” According to them, lexical selection, where OC lexical items are selected, precedes functional assignment, where syntactic functions are assigned to the selected OC lexical items and CCs are selected (Bock & Levelt, 1994, pp. 960 –968). Analogous to the explanation provided above for the practice effect on the stages at which errors are produced, the effect on OCs and CCs in lexicon-based errors can be accounted for under the principle that the earlier stages become more error-free, causing the later stages to become relatively more error-prone. Practice facilitates selection of OCs and reduces the number of errors involving them, whereas this effect does not extend to selection of CCs. The third effect is related to the previous one. There are fewer lexical unit errors involving verbs and adjectives in preplanned speech than in spontaneous speech (Table XI). This effect was significant among syntagmatic lexical errors but was not great enough to be significant among paradigmatic lexical errors. Notice, however, that it is the higher percentages of errors involving these lexical categories that contributed to the higher percentages of
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OC errors among both syntagmatic and paradigmatic lexical errors in preplanned compared with spontaneous speech. The lower percentages of lexical errors involving verbs and adjectives in preplanned speech suggest that predicates are selected before their arguments are selected and assigned. It seems to support the “centrality of the verb to higher level production processes” (Bock & Levelt, 1994, p. 968), which is, according to Bock and Levelt, one of the possible reasons for the insusceptibility of verbs to substitutions. Dell’s model does not seem to handle this issue at the level of either semantic or syntactic representations, but his model might ascribe the above effect to the centrality of predicates at the level of semantic representation with respect to lexical activation, which in turn leads to the centrality of predicates at the level of syntactic representation. Fourth, practice generally seems to increase anticipations and decrease perseverations. This effect applies to both phonological errors and syntagmatic lexical errors (Tables V and IX) and involves every kind of unit (e.g., consonants, vowels, pitch accents, OCs, CCs), although it is sometimes only a numerical trend. The difference in the percentage of anticipations seems to be due to the large number of incomplete anticipations rather than complete anticipations in preplanned speech compared with spontaneous speech (in Table IX, the percentages of complete anticipatory substitutions in the two settings are about the same). The predominance of incomplete anticipations appears to be another kind of practice effect: one could hypothesize that speakers of preplanned speech can easily notice the error and fix it early before they say its source because they can self-monitor their speech better and more effortlessly. This effect was also observed in experimentalpractice (Dell et al., 1997, p. 127). According to Schwartz et al. (1994), who found experimental-practice effects, the practice effect of strengthening connections can account for the augmentation of anticipatory errors and the reduction of perseveratory errors in practiced speech in their experiment. Their interpretation of this effect is as follows: In less-practiced speech, “the weak connections make the system erroneously stick with what it has recently retrieved. So, when a word is incorrectly encoded, the interference is more likely to come from a previous word than an upcoming word. With more practice, the intended word and upcoming words become stronger competitors with the result that perseverations are less favored errors” (p. 72). In spontaneous speech, the connections are weak both in what has been recently retrieved and in what is about to be retrieved. In such speech, the speakers have to pay active attention to both what they have just said and what they are going to say. In short, effort is necessary both for self-monitoring and for planning ahead. In preplanned speech, on the other hand, the connections are strong in both directions. If the practice is successful, speakers do not have
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to pay as much attention to what they have just said, so that previously activated elements decay quickly. More attention can be directed to forthcoming elements. According to Dell et al. (1997), who replicated the effects of experimental-practice found in Schwartz et al.’s (1994) tongue twister experiment, the speech production system “activate[s] the present, deactivate[s] the past, and prepare[s] to activate the future” (p. 123). Anticipation involves the relative activation of the present and the future, whereas perseveration involves that of the present and the past. Because practice promotes the activation of the present and the future, anticipations increase with practice (the “anticipatory practice effect”). As the name of the effect suggests, they take the view that “[p]ractice does not . . . have much effect on the deactivation of the past” (p. 132). However, this view would not be able to explain why perseverations are less frequent in preplanned speech than in spontaneous speech in the present data. In fact, the “perseveratory practice effect” is even more significant than the “anticipatory practice effect,” as in Tables V and IX [phonological errors: anticipations 25.6% in EC and 47.5% in TV, 2(1)  9.48, p  .05; perseverations 35.5% in EC and 8.4% in TV, 2(1)  19.90, p  .01; syntagmatic lexical errors (OCs and CCs): anticipations 23.8% in EC and 40.3% in TV, 2(1)  6.63, p  .05, perseverations 61.9% in EC and 29.0% in TV, 2(1)  22.70, p  .01]. Dell et al. argue that there is a “self-inhibition mechanism,” which turns off the past, and that the “turn-off function is effective . . . regardless of how activated the past is” (p. 132). The perseveratory practice effect found in the present study, however, suggests that the turn-off function may be facilitated by content-practice and that such practice helps deactivate previously activated linguistic material. Levelt (1989) does not talk about anticipations and perseverations in the context of a general cognitive mechanism. Although Levelt does not mention syntagmatic lexical errors, he discusses how anticipatory and perseveratory phonological substitutions occur in terms of a selection step and a checkoff step. Anticipatory substitutions are characterized as errors where a wrong item, which should fill a slot later, is selected from the filler candidates. In a complete anticipation, the wrong item is not checked off; the error is due to both misselection and checkoff failure. In an incomplete anticipation, the misselection is noticed by self-monitoring, which detects that the incorrectly selected item is missing from the filler candidates; the error is due only to misselection. Perseveratory substitutions are those errors where an item is not checked off and is selected again for a subsequent slot. In other words, in anticipatory substitutions, a forthcoming item is activated highly enough to be selected from later in the utterance, and in perseveratory substitutions, an item is activated highly enough not to be checked off
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and to be selected again later in the utterance. Thus, if the self-monitor is working in a highly efficient manner in preplanned speech, this would enhance the accuracy of the checkoff mechanism, which would explain both the relative infrequency of perseveratory errors and the relative frequency of incomplete anticipations. If the checkoff mechanism is working at a high rate of efficiency, then once words are planned and spoken, they will be checked off and not available for future planning, which eliminates perseveratory errors. Furthermore, in preplanned speech, because most of the speaker’s attention is on the speech about to be uttered in the present and immediately after phrases, most attention will be directed toward candidates for later slots in the utterance; thus, they may become activated early and contaminate the current selection. However, if the checkoff step is working efficiently, once an erroneously anticipated linguistic unit is spoken, the checkoff mechanism will check it off and the planner will realize that some material necessary for planning a later unit is no longer available. This factor, combined with the fact that the self-monitor will be screening utterances as they are spoken for accuracy, will allow the system to catch the error before the source material has been uttered. Fifth, there were fewer lexical blends and phrase blends in preplanned speech than in spontaneous speech (Tables VII and VIII). Although errors involving CCs were generally more frequent in preplanned speech than in spontaneous speech, lexical blends of CCs did not occur in preplanned speech, whereas there were five examples in spontaneous speech. Blend errors are produced when two lexical items or phrases that express similar or related concepts compete for a single syntagmatic slot. Two lexical items or phrases may be both selected and inserted into the same syntagmatic slot more often in spontaneous speech than in preplanned speech, because preplanning the content of an utterance lessens the competition among lexical items or phrases during the selection process. Dell’s model would predict this effect. In this model, blend errors occur when two nodes are “nearly equally active” and are “selected and tagged for the same position” (Dell, 1986, p. 118). After practice, the connections between elements within the intended utterance are strengthened, but the connections to other semantically related items are not or may even be weakened. Therefore, because it is very unlikely that outside elements would become activated to the same degree as the intended ones, blends are much less frequent in preplanned speech than in spontaneous speech. Levelt’s model would also predict this effect. In preplanned speech, concepts to be expressed are already set up and disturbance from related concepts is unlikely to occur. The sixth finding is that the planning distance in phonological errors was greater in preplanned speech than in spontaneous speech (Table VI). A
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contextual non–pitch-accent phonological error was more likely to be influenced by a source in a different phonological word in preplanned speech than in spontaneous speech.9 Dell’s model does not seem to handle this effect. Levelt (1989) contrasts automatic and controlled processing. Automatic processing tends to have low capacity demands imposed on it, whereas controlled processing tends to demand attentional resources. Because content-practice leads to automatic processing, such processing enables the speaker to plan longer distances with a greater memory capacity than controlled processing. Finally, phonological omissions, including telescopings, were more common in preplanned speech than in spontaneous speech (Table III). Lexical omissions were, although only numerically, more frequent in preplanned speech than in spontaneous speech (Table VIII). Although neither Dell’s model nor Levelt’s model addresses the relationship between omissions and practice, one can propose the following hypothesis: longer chunks can be planned in preplanned than in spontaneous speech, but the cognitive capacity for generating frames is limited, with the consequence that not enough frames are set up, and omissions, “frame-generation” errors (Levelt, 1989, p. 348), crop up. In this section, I have discussed the effects of preplanning on speech production planning. As seen earlier, some of the effects are related to and even akin to others. There seems to be one principle of content-practice that underlies several of the effects: “The less attention required for processing a type of linguistic element, the fewer errors involving that type of element occur.” Because less attention is required for lexical selection and planning of OCs, especially predicates, in preplanned speech than in spontaneous speech, errors involving these factors are less likely to occur. Likewise, because less attention is required for monitoring and suppressing previously processed elements in preplanned speech than in spontaneous speech, perseveratory errors are less likely to occur.



9



This is owing to the higher percentage of anticipatory, between-word errors in preplanned speech than spontaneous speech. Phonological anticipations were more likely and phonological perseverations were less likely to be between-word errors in preplanned speech than in spontaneous speech. Syntagmatic lexical errors showed a pattern slightly different from phonological errors. The planning distance was not affected by practice. This seems to be partly because the distance between a perseveratory syntagmatic lexical error and its source tended to be greater in spontaneous speech than in preplanned speech. This tendency can be explained in terms of slow decay of previously activated elements in spontaneous speech, as discussed for the perseveratory practice effect. Anticipatory syntagmatic lexical errors were equally frequently between-word errors in preplanned and spontaneous speech. This is probably because the speaker usually can only plan one, or two at most, syntactic units like phrases or clauses at a time.
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Three Types of Practice In the Introduction section, I distinguished three types of practice in speaking: “acquisition-practice,” “experimental-practice,” and “contentpractice.” The results of the present study provide evidence for differences between experimental-practice and content-practice. It is only the “anticipatory practice effect” among the content-practice effects that can be predicted from the “good-bad” error patterns found by Schwartz et al. (1994) and Dell et al. (1997). Some of the content-practice effects are very unlikely to occur in experiments on practice with tongue twisters. For example, such experiments would not be able to compare the frequencies of lexical unit errors, because they are much less common than phonological errors in these experiments: in these types of experiments, no content is being planned. In such experiments, blend errors would be extremely rare because it is very unlikely that two words or phrases would compete for the same syntagmatic slot. Moreover, as shown in Table XII, one of my findings is contradictory to one of the practice effects found by Schwartz et al. (1994) and Dell et al. (1997), by which phonological errors are more likely to result in actual words in more-practiced speech than in less-practiced speech. The percentages of phonological errors showing such “lexical bias” (Dell & Reich, 1981) were not very different in the two conditions in my study; in fact, preplanned speech contained a few more phonological errors resulting in nonwords and a slightly fewer phonological errors resulting in words than did spontaneous speech (not statistically significant). As an explanation for the improvement in the lexical bias of phonological errors with experimental-practice, Schwartz et al. (1994) states that “because practice is hypothesized to cause the delivery of more activation to intended word and sound units, there is, consequently, more activation that can participate in positive feedback between words and sounds” (p. 72). In addition to this, however, I would argue that there is a force operating in the opposite direction in the case of content-practice: with content-practice, the connections pertaining to the target are strengthened, but those between the target and other phonologically similar words are weakened through an inhibitory mechanism, which is triggered by the self-monitoring of meanings. On the other hand, this force is much less effective in tongue-twister experiments, where the meanings of the tongue-twisters are not very important to their production and practice. For these reasons, although the same mechanism may be working with experimental-practice and content-practice, experimental-practice is susceptible to task-specificity. What about relationships between these two types of practice on the one hand and acquisition-practice on the other? Schwartz et al. (1994) found a parallelism between acquisition-practice and experimental-practice.
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Like experimental-practice, acquisition-practice may lower the overall frequency of errors. However, studies by Stemberger (1989) and Jaeger (1992, in press) show that there are no acquisition-practice effects that are analogous to the experimental-practice effects or the content-practice effects, except that they attested the anticipatory/perseveratory practice effects and Stemberger also found the incomplete anticipation effect. Although these studies suggest that acquisition practice has at least one factor in common with the other two types of practice, there are many other differences, which could be attributed to a less mature system of representation in terms of lexical entries or incomplete knowledge regarding the phonological, morphological, or syntactic structures of the language. For example, Jaeger (in press), looking at children aged 1–5, found the following patterns, among many others. Before the end of the third year, errors involving phonetic features as the error unit do not occur, suggesting that the formal phonetic featural system does not exist as an independent entity until this age; similarly, phonological errors involving whole-word prosodies only begin to show up at age 4, but they are common in adult errors. Lexical substitution errors show little influence of derivational morphology until age 5, whereas adult malapropisms are heavily influenced by derivational morphology; furthermore, they do not show the same influence of orthographic similarity found in adult errors through age 5. However, lexical errors do show much more influence from external environment factors in the child’s data compared with adults, as well as more influence from preceding utterances made by different speakers (also found by Stemberger, 1989). Errors involving syntactic templates are rare until about age 3. Thus, most of the differences between child and adult errors can be attributed to the child’s incomplete linguistic representations and knowledge, as well as a less mature system of attention and self-monitoring. Therefore, the differences are not due to lack of practice per se but are due to a large extent to the child’s much simpler linguistic system. What about practice required for second language acquisition? Poulisse (1999) found differences in SOT types among L2 Dutch learners of English who varied in proficiency. Out of the “L2-acquisition-practice” effects that she found, it is only the anticipatory practice effect that also emerged as one of the experimental-practice effects found by Schwartz et al. (1994) and Dell et al. (1997) and one of the content-practice effects found in the present study. In fact, one of her L2-acquisition-practice effects is opposite to one of the content-practice effects, the OC/CC effect: less-proficient learners are more likely to produce CC errors than more-proficient learners, whereas CC errors are less frequent in preplanned speech than in spontaneous speech. In sum, although all of the three types of practice cause the effect of planning further ahead, the three types of practice in speaking exercise
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different effects on speech production planning and consequently on different aspects of SOT patterns. L1-acquisition-practice brings formative influences to bear on the speech production planning mechanism as a whole. L2-acquisition-practice reduces CC errors due to the automatization of processing of CCs in an already established production planning mechanism. Experimental-practice influences speech production planning in a restricted way. Because the content and the linguistic forms with which to express it are already fixed rather than planned in a tongue-twister experiment, it is highly improbable that it has an effect on any planning stage earlier than the phonological processing stage, except that activation may become more likely to spread backward from the phonological stage to the lexical stage with repetition, although this would not be usual in normal speech production. Content-practice affects speech production planning only locally but impinges on all of the now less-attended portions of it; it makes it possible to more automatically process those aspects of speech production planning that would have needed more attention before such a type of practice, specifically monitoring and lexical selection of OCs, not to mention message generation. Furthermore, content-practice allows processing with low capacity demands and thus allows the planning of longer stretches of speech at one time.



CONCLUSIONS I have found a variety of practice effects on speech production planning by comparing SOTs in everyday conversation and those in TV programs, although this study has also shown that there are some aspects of the speech production planning mechanism that are insusceptible to practice. Most of the content-practice effects can be accounted for by the following four characteristics of content-practice. First, content-practice shifts the locus of errors from the level of lexical selection down to the levels of syntax and phonology and reduces errors involving OCs, especially predicates. Second, it enables the speaker to plan ahead with less influence from the previously processed elements. These two characteristics can be explained in terms of the fact that less attention is needed for lexical selection of OCs and monitoring in preplanned speech. Third, because content-practice prevents elements outside of the linguistic context from intruding into the current speech plan, noncontextual lexical substitutions and blends are less likely to occur in preplanned speech. Finally, content-practice increases planning distance with processing using a greater memory capacity. The present study has implications for different kinds of effects that the three types of practice in speaking may cause. With acquisition-practice, the
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attentional and monitoring aspects of the system develop. Experimentalpractice improves skills in producing designed phrases but is liable to the characteristics of the task. Content-practice automatizes the processing of content. Thus, the effects of practice of each type on speech production planning are each different from those of the other two types of practice. What the three types of practice have in common are limited, and the three should not be equated with one another. These findings suggest that researchers who aim to make “More Errors” (Cutler, 1982b) arguments about SOTs should collect data from the same type of source with respect to practice, because practice can be a factor that changes the distribution of SOT types. I would also argue that the above findings are important enough that any speech production planning model should be able to account for the effects of practice in a straightforward way. This study has presented evidence that content-practice shifts the locus of attention during speech production planning, such that a different pattern of SOT behavior emerges compared with nonpreplanned speech. However, as mentioned earlier, the shifts in the relative proportions of one type of error compared with another might be due to an increase in that type of error or a decrease in another. A possible future study would be one that controls for the number of utterances or time span of data collection and looks at how practice increases or decreases the actual numbers of a particular type of errors within a particular time frame or a given number of utterances. Nevertheless, the differences in proportions of error types attributed to practice here represent an important finding and one that sheds new light on the mental processes involved in planning for speaking.
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